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Fitting Instructions

YewdaleVitesse® Curtain Tracks (7400W)

Safety Instructions:
1. Loops in pull cords, chains, tapes and inner cords that operate the product
can cause strangulation
2. To avoid strangulation and entanglement, keep cords out of the reach of
young children. Cords may become wrapped around a child’s neck
3. Move beds, cots and furniture away from window covering cords
4. Do not tie cords together. Make sure cords do not twist and create a loop
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7400W Cord Drawn Window Track:
Face Fix

Top Fix
35.0

24.0
51.0
22.0
51.0
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7400W Cord Drawn Window Track:
1. Unpack the track.
2. For top fix, use the universal brackets and fix into place using the
appropriate screws. Screws must be pan head and if possible insert a washer.
The brackets should be 100mm in from either end and spaced at no more
than 600mm between.
3. For face fix installations please use angle brackets provided on either end
of the track. Fix the pulleys to the angle bracket using the nut and bolt
provided. Add the plastic brackets evenly along the track. Lift the track
into position, mark the holes in the brackets on the wall then remove the
brackets from the track and fix the brackets into position. Evenly space the
rest of the brackets into the back of the track, mark and replace track to fix in
position.
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7400W Cord Drawn Window Track:
4. If the track has a join in place, install this before lifting track into place. A
second person is required to help lift the track if a join has been used within
the track.
5. Lifting the track into place, insert the lugs on the front of the bracket into
the back of the track. Once in place, push/turn the locater into place to lock
the track onto the brackets.

6. Once the track is installed, put the cord weight onto the cord. If the track is
top fix, a fixing must be put through the fixing ring on each of the pulleys.
7. Check that the track operates smoothly and correctly before hanging the
curtains.
NB. Large curtain tracks are heavy and it is important that the correct fixings
are used. If unsure, seek expert advice.
8. Ensure child safety device is used. The cord tidy should be at a maximum
distance from the control mechanism, keeping the loop taut (not under
excessive tension however as this could negatively affect the longevity and
operation of the track). Put the retaining device on the wall, mark fixing
holes with a pencil, drill the holes and screw the device to the wall with
suitable fixings.
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